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Abstract—Real-time strategy games offer a wide variety of fundamental AI research challenges. Most of these challenges have applications outside the game domain. This paper provides a review on computational intelligence in real-time strategy games (RTS). It starts with challenges in real-time strategy games, then it reviews different tasks to overcome this challenges. Later, it describes the techniques used to solve this challenges and it makes a relationship between techniques and tasks. Finally, it presents a set of different frameworks used as test-beds for the techniques employed. This paper is intended to be a starting point for future researchers on this topic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Commercial video-games are a rising value in the entertainment industry. The total spent in the video-game industry in 2010 was 25.1 billion dollars [15]. Video-game budgets are high and their development teams are composed of many people. Traditionally, game developers have overlooked their non-player characters’ artificial intelligence, focusing to other aspects of the game, such as graphic engines and 3-D modeling. This situation leads to a poor gaming experience, since human players are able to win the game without much effort. Computational intelligence is growing in importance and video-game players are demanding good artificial intelligence (AI) which makes these games more interesting and harder to beat.

RTS games are a genre of video-games which require managing different kind of units and resources in real-time. In a RTS game the participants position and maneuver units and structures under their control to secure areas of the map and/or destroy their opponents’ assets. In a typical RTS, it is possible to create additional units and structures during the course of a game, but this is generally limited by the number of accumulated resources, which are gathered by controlling special points on the map and/or possessing certain types of units and structures devoted to this purpose. The typical game of the RTS genre features resource gathering, base building, in-game technological development and indirect control of units. They are usually played by two or more players (human or not) that have to deal with incomplete information during the game (the map is covered by fog of war, the technology developed by a player is unknown by every other player, ...). These features make RTS games a great tool for computational intelligence research, since a RTS game player needs to master many challenging problems such as resource allocation, spatial reasoning, strategy planning and opponent’s strategy prediction. In addition, procedural content generation can be used to create maps, units and technologies for RTS games. Traditionally, academic game AI was mainly linked to non player character (NPC) behavior and pathfinding. However, there are new research areas that have recently provided innovative solutions for a number of game development challenges, like player experience modeling (PEM), procedural content generation (PCG) and large scale game data mining [86].

Real-time strategy and turn-based games (RTS and TBS respectively) are sub-genres of strategy games. They have a lot of aspects in common. Many of the proposed challenges and tasks could be applicable to RTS and TBS without distinction. However, aspects related to real-time (i.e. adversarial real-time planning) are only applicable to RTS.

Computational intelligence in RTS video games is quite a new field of research (although there are old papers on the use of evolutionary algorithms for real time adversarial gaming [6], [19]), as opposed to the computational intelligence in TBS and board games like Chess and Go. Since this is a recent topic, there are no previous reviews. This is the main motivation behind this paper.

II. CHALLENGES IN REAL-TIME STRATEGY GAMES

As we briefly noted before, RTS games offer a large variety of fundamental AI research problems [7]. In this section, we describe these research challenges and its relationships with RTS games.

A. Adversarial real-time planning

As its name suggests, RTS game’s actions are made in real-time, so players have to make their decisions under severe time constraints and they need to be able to execute multiple orders simultaneously. In addition to this, games take place in dynamic and hostile environments that contains adversaries who modify the game state asynchronously. These characteristics denote the need to investigate adversarial real-time planning approaches. Turn-based games’ (like Chess) agents have to deal with dynamic and hostile environments as well, but the fact of the game not happening in real time makes this challenge less difficult to overcome than the same challenge in a real-time environment.

B. Decision making under uncertainty

In most commercial RTS games, NPCs have all the information on the game state, including the location of the human player units and buildings. This situation should be considered as cheating, because players lack this information. To prevent this unbalanced situation, it is necessary to impose partial observability onto RTS games, ensuring that all players play the game on equal terms. This partial observability,
usually named “fog of war”, represents another challenge to
the design of game agents, because players are not aware
of the enemies base locations and intentions. This challenge
is not present when designing an agent for a turn-based or
board game like Chess and Go, whose player usually have
all the information on the game state, including the location
of other players units (there are, however, turn-based games
whose state is partially known by the players).

C. Opponent modeling

Human players have an ability to analyze the enemy’s
actions and spot their weaknesses, exploiting them in future
games. Artificial players need to be qualified to analyze their
opponents’ actions and predict their behaviors in basis of
previous observations. This challenge is not exclusive of RTS
games, because in any other game, modeling your opponent
will be always useful.

D. Spatial and temporal reasoning

Maps in RTS games are elements with high influence
during the course of the game (i.e. different types of terrain
produce different types of resources, elevated positions give
advantages to a unit’s attack, …), so it becomes necessary to
make good terrain analysis. This way, agents can develop bet-
ter offensive and defensive plans and more efficient resources
gathering as well. Another advantage (which can be seen as
another challenge) of human players against artificial ones is
their ability to understand temporal relations of actions.

E. Resource management

RTS games usually include resources which are used to
create or upgrade units and buildings, and develop new
technologies as well. These resources can be distributed
through the map and then gathered by units or they can
be obtained from buildings placed on certain places on the
map. A proper resource management strategy is therefore an
essential part of any successful strategy.

F. Collaboration

During a RTS game, each player generate many units for
her army. This army can be considered as a multi-agent
system, so it is necessary to develop coordination methods
that lead to good team tactics and strategies. There is not
only collaboration at unit level, in team matches there are
two or more teams of players (human or artificial) which
fight each against other. This kind of collaboration between
players has to be taken in account to be successful at team
matches.

G. Pathfinding

Finding suitable paths on a quick manner between two
locations on a map is of great importance in RTS games.
Since the game environment is dynamic, it contains many
moving objects that have to be taken in account when
calculating paths. In addition to these moving objects, there
are more aspects to deal with, like keeping unit formations,
taking terrain properties or enemy influence, among other.

All these aspects greatly complicates the problem of finding
suitable paths.

H. Content Generation

Game content refers to all aspects of the game that affect
game-play other than non-player character (NPC) behavior
and the game engine itself. When it comes to RTS games,
there is assorted content such as maps, units, buildings and
weapons that can be generated in a procedural manner. If new
content can be generated with enough variety then it may
become possible to create endless games, with new maps,
units and buildings on every new game. In addition to this,
the generated content can adapt itself to specific criteria, such
as the playing style of a particular player [76].

III. TASKS IN REAL-TIME STRATEGY GAMES

Due to their characteristics, RTS games give us many
challenges to deal with. The work done in computational
intelligence in RTS games can be classified by the problem
tackled. In the following section we will describe the tasks
associated with these challenges and what work has been done
in relation to each of these tasks.

A. Planning

Humans and adversaries can use any available action to
form their game strategy, which is a plan. Planning is the
process of determining action sequences that when executed
accomplish a given goal. The presence of adversaries in
addition to real-time and hidden information constraints
greatly complicates the planning process.

Aha, Molineaux and Ponsen introduced in [1] a plan
retrieval algorithm which uses three key sources of domain
knowledge and removes the assumption of a static opponent.
This algorithm was called Case-based Tactician (CaT). This
same algorithm was used in [51], where the authors focused
on defeating a selected opponent while training up others, in-
stead of defeating randomly selected opponents. The authors
in [52] introduced an integrated RL/CFR algorithm that uses
continuous models instead of discrete approximation of these
models. The algorithm was called the Continuous Action
and State Space Learner (CASSL), and is an improvement of the
results obtained in [1], including the ability to learn and rea-
son with continuous action spaces. An improvement for plan
retrieval can be found in [50]. This improve was made by in-
roducing the concept of situation (high-level representation
of the state of the world) into the algorithm. This technique
represents a knowledge based approach for feature selection
for improving the performance of case retrieval in case-
based reasoning systems. In [67] an architecture for learning
transfer was presented, so knowledge acquired previously
is used to improve the performance of the artificial player
in subsequent games. This architecture, called CAses-Based
Reinforcement Learner (CARL), provides a useful task de-
composition, allowing the agent to learn tactical policies that
are reused across different problem instances with similar
characteristics. In [59], [60] the authors proposed to extract
behavioral knowledge from expert demonstrations and reused
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In [2] PDDL was also used to define a planning domain that can be used to implement an artificial player based on automated planning in a RTS game. In [9], the authors developed an online planner for resource production in the game Wargus. In [55], Muñoz-Avila and Aha used hierarchical task networks (HTN) as a planning mechanism for an artificial player of the game Stratagus. Another HTN as a planning mechanism was used in [42]. This planner was designed according to the balanced build policy which seeks a balance between acquiring resources and producing buildings and units. In [41], Kovarsky and Buro focused on build-order optimization, instead of strategy planning. Their aim was to optimize the gathering of resources and the creation of buildings and units in the initial stage of the game. The planning domain definition language (PDDL) was used. A wall-building (or other passive defensive buildings) algorithm for RTS games was described in [26]. In [83] a goal-directed approach was used to develop agents that reason about their goals in response to unanticipated game events. In [53], the authors extended online planning with a conceptual model of goal-driven autonomy, in which an agent reasons about its goals, identifies when they need to be updated, and changes or adds to them as needed for subsequent planning and execution. Agents using this technique can competently respond to unexpected events in complex environments, producing a significant increase in performance. The authors of [80] proposed a machine learning approach to establish effective game strategies based on the structure of the environments of the game.

A genetically evolved Planet Wars non-player character was developed in [16], [17], [54]. The genetic algorithm was used to tune a set of parameters for the decision engine of the NPC. In [36] the performance of an artificial player was improved by using a speciated evolutionary algorithm (based on NEAT) for an optimal strategy selection. In [43] gene expression programming was used to evolve a player for a gathering resources game. In [46], Miles, Louis and Cole define a system which learns general routing information from a human player and they used case-injected evolutionary algorithms to incorporate this acquired knowledge into subsequent planning. This case injection effectively biases the evolutionary algorithm toward producing plans that contain important strategic elements used by human players. The same approach was used in [47], where the improvement of the response time of a case-injected algorithm was shown. Another stochastic method, called Stochastic Plan Optimization, was presented in [79] and used for finding and improving plans. Another co-evolution approach was used in [49], where the use of evolutionary algorithms to co-evolve AI players for RTS games was investigated. This technique [62] was combined with an evolutionary algorithm which evolves the knowledge bases for the dynamic scripting. These evolved knowledge bases improve the performance of dynamic scripting against static opponents in the game Wargus.

In [11], Chung, Buro and Schaeffer presented MCPlan, a framework for Monte Carlo planning. They identified its performance parameters and showed the results of its implementation. This algorithm was applied to simple “capture the flag” scenarios and showed promising initial results. Another Monte Carlo planning algorithm, called UCT, was described in [4]. The algorithm was adapted from the context of board games to the context of multi-agent tactical planning and, across a set of 12 scenarios in the game of Wargus, UCT is a top performer compared to a variety of baselines bots and a human player. Moreover, MOCART-CGA [56] is another Monte Carlo method that deals with the path planning problem in RTS games. In [64], Sailer, Buro and Lanctot presented a planning framework that uses strategy simulation in conjunction with Nash-equilibrium strategy approximation. It was applied to an army-deployment problem.

Dynamic scripting [70] is a reinforcement learning technique designed for creating adaptive video game agents. It employs on-policy value iteration to optimize state-action values based solely on a scalar reward signal. This technique [62] was combined with an evolutionary algorithm which evolves the knowledge bases for the dynamic scripting. These evolved knowledge bases improve the performance of dynamic scripting against static opponents in the game Wargus. An extension to the dynamic scripting algorithm can be found in [12]. This extension is a goal-directed approach called GoHDS. Goals are used as domain knowledge for selecting rules, and a rule is seen as a strategy for achieving a goal. In [44] a tactical abstract game framework was described and used to evaluate an extended version of the dynamic scripting algorithm.

A method for evolving increasingly complex artificial neural networks in real time, called rtNEAT, was introduced in [71] by Stanley, Bryant and Miikkulainen and used later in [78].

B. Unit maneuvering (micro management)

RTS games management can be split into two levels: macro management (taking strategic decisions such as which building has to be created next or which map zone has to be scouted) and micro management. Unit formation planning and target of attack is the core of micro management in RTS games.

The work in [27] focused on micro-management of the units. They designed and implemented a CBR/RL hybrid system for learning which enemy units to target in given situations during a battle in an RTS game, as well as in [84] where a similar learning approach was used also in micro-management. In [3], the authors proposed a method which consists on each unit acting independently of the team and having its own influence map (IM). This way, they achieved team coordination while evolving all entities’ IM parameters together. A similar evolutionary approach was described in [39] and [40].

Hagelbäck and Johansson postulated in [29], [30], [32], [33] the use of potential fields and multi-agent schemes for
the maneuvering of real-time strategy bots and dealing with the partial observability of this genre of game, named fog of war.

The intelligent moving and path-finding of units were investigated in [13]. The authors obtained smooth and natural movements of units combining flocking with IM pathfinding and improving the performance of the units in every game situation. Additionally, in [35] Jang and Cho proposed a strategy generation method to produce a neural artificial player with layered influence maps. In [48], a system with influence maps and trees was developed in the context of a tactical game, achieving more coordinated behaviors between the units. In [57], the authors described a method for unit formation planning. In this case, they applied potential field, fuzzy measure and integral to perform a solution on micro management. Their AI bot was able to divide the units into sub-groups and perform this unit formation planning. There are other papers [63], [81] that focused on units grouping and dynamic formations. In [73], the authors proposed controlling Starcraft units with a Bayesian model, outperforming the original AI as well as other bots (tied with the winner of AIIDE 2010 StarCraft competition). In [85], knowledge-rich player agents were developed. The authors connected the game engine with a SOAR cognitive architecture to improve its performance.

C. Plan recognition and predictions

Plan recognition refers to the act of an agent observing the actions of another agent whether it be human or computer-based with the intent of predicting its future actions, intentions, or goals. An introduction to case-based plan recognition for real-time strategy games was presented in [10]. Continuing on case-based plan recognition, collected data on building construction sequence can be used to analyze and categorize player strategies and playing styles [34] (collected data are replays of StarCraft games in this case). Ninety percent of these replays were used to train a CBR decision system, and the remaining ten percent were used to verify the predicting accuracy of the fully trained decision system. A similar approach was presented in [14], [25], where probabilistic models of opponent behavior and actions were learned from sets of saved games. Plan recognition can be separated into two levels, strategic and tactical [37]. Strategic plans dictate what kind of units the player will produce and if she will play aggressively or defensively, while tactical plans dictate how units are deployed and used. Another approach was described in [65] and [66]. Hierarchical structured models were used for opponent modeling. Two different classifiers were evaluated in order to test the effectiveness of this approach: fuzzy models and discounted rewards from game theory. [72], [74] presented a Bayesian model to predict the opening (rst strategy) of opponents. The model is general enough to be applied to any RTS game with the canonical gameplay of gathering resources to extend a technology tree and produce military units. The model can also predict the possible technology trees of the opponent. In [82] Weber and Mateas presented a data mining approach to opponent modeling. Machine learning techniques were applied to large collections of saved games. These techniques provide the ability to detect an opponent’s strategy before it is executed and predict when an opponent is to perform strategic actions.

D. Procedural content generation

As defined in [75], procedural content generation (PCG) refers to the automatic or semi-automatic generation of game content. In this paper, the authors used a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to evolve complete maps for Starcraft. This method is useful for automatic and machine-assisted map generation. Other methods for map generation were described in [68] and in [45]. Related to this, and from a more general perspective, Frade et al. introduced the idea of terrain programming, namely the use of genetic programming to evolve playing maps for video-games, using either subjective human-based feedback [20], [21] or automated quality measures such as accessibility [22] or edge-length [23]. A taxonomy of Procedural Content Generation (PCG) algorithms can be found in [76], [87].

E. Partial observability

Although dealing with partial observability is included in almost every planning paper reviewed before, there are some papers focused on this task. In [28], the authors presented a modified potential field bot that handles imperfect information about the game world (namely fog of war). The effect of imposing partial observability onto an RTS game with regard to making predictions was shown in [8]. The authors compared two different mechanisms that decide where best to direct the attention of the observers to maximize the benefit of predictions.

F. Opponent matching

As in partial observability, opponent matching is often included in planning papers, but there are other that focuses on this task. In [77] the authors used a evolutionary algorithm to evolve a set of artificial neural networks which functions as a controller in deciding what type of unit should be created based on the enemy units. The experimentation results showed clearly a group of mixed randomized opponent can be defeated by the generated AI army. A simple and effective system of self-organizing maps for defending group selection was shown in [5]. The authors solved the problem of finding a suitable group of fighting units to combat incoming enemy groups.

G. Difficulty adjustment

In [31] the authors studied the feelings of players after playing some games against multiple kinds of opponents. The players found it more enjoyable to play an even game against an opponent that adapts to the performance of the player, than playing against an opponent with static difficulty. The neuro-evolution methodologies NEAT and rtNEAT were used in [58] to generate opponents who match the skill of players in real-time. In [24] the authors described a method for the automatic generation of virtual players that adapt to
the player skills. This was done by building initially a model of the player behavior in real time during the game, and further evolving the virtual player via this model in-between two games.

IV. TECHNIQUES USED IN RTS GAMES

In the previous sections, we have presented the challenges and tasks that have been studied in relation to computational intelligence in RTS games. Next, we will describe what techniques have been used to overcome these challenges.

A. Evolutionary algorithms and stochastic optimization

Evolutionary algorithms and stochastic optimization are widely used in computational intelligence in RTS games. They are often combined with other techniques to improve the performance [62]. In [46] and [47], evolutionary algorithms were used to learn to play strategic games, combined with case-injection to improve the response time. In [81], the authors used stochastic optimization as a learning algorithm. Another use of evolution in machine learning was presented in [71], where complex artificial neural networks were evolved in real time, as the game was being played. The same algorithm, rtNEAT, was used in [58] to adjust the opponent difficulty level dynamically. Evolutionary algorithms were used in [79] for plan optimization. The search was initialized with expert plans to improve the performance of the optimization. An analysis of the fitness landscape of an abstract RTS game can be found in [38]. In [36] a speciated evolutionary algorithm was used to improve the performance of non player characters, while in [43] gene expression programming was used to evolve a player for a RTS game. In [39] the authors presented an analysis of evolved strategies. A set of ten strategies evolved in a single environment were compared to a second set of ten strategies evolved across a set of environments. In [16], [17], [54] the authors used evolutionary techniques to optimize the parameters of a bot, as well as in [61]. Evolutionary search was used in [75] to generate suitable Starcraft maps. There are other PCG related papers that used evolutionary algorithms for content generation: [20], [21], [22], [23], [45]. In [77], artificial neural networks were evolved using evolutionary algorithms, while in [24], virtual players were evolved using evolutionary algorithms.

In [35], [48], evolutive techniques were combined with influence maps. The co-evolution of these influence maps was introduced in this approach. Another co-evolution approach was used in [49], where the use of evolutionary algorithms to co-evolve AI players for RTS games was investigated. In [69] a co-evolutionary algorithm was used to generate spatially oriented tactics. Students can learn from non player characters who use these co-evolved tactics. In [40] evolutionary computation techniques were used to develop an automated player that uses a progressive refinement planning technique. This automated player was co-evolved and analyzed. Co-evolution was also used in [3] to generate coordinating team tactics for a RTS game.

B. Case-based reasoning/Reinforcement learning

Case-based techniques are mainly used for plan selection in RTS games, as shown in [11], [50], [51], [59], [60], [80]. In [34] the authors analysed saved games of Starcraft to evaluate human-player behaviors and construct and intelligent system. This system was trained using a case-based reasoning approach. Algorithms which combine case-based reasoning with reinforcement learning were presented in [52] and [27]. In the first case, the algorithm, called Continuous Action and State Space Learner (CASSL), used continuous models instead of discrete models. In the second case, the algorithm focused on learning micro-management tasks. The same approach of combining case-based reasoning and reinforcement learning was shown in [67], where a multi-layered architecture, named CAse-Based Reinforcement Learner (CARL), was presented. In the context of opponent modeling, a case-based plan recognition method was presented in [10].

C. Influence and potential maps

Influence maps were combined with evolutionary techniques in [3], [35], [48], [69]. This technique was used also in [13], where the authors dealt with intelligent moving of unit groups and intelligent team composition and maneuvering. In the context of opponent modeling, influence maps appeared in [37] and they were used to recognize opponent behavior. Potential fields were used in [28] to deal with the partial observability in RTS games, specifically with the fog of war in ORTS (Open Real-Time Strategy). The use of potential fields in real time strategy bots was discussed and promoted in [29], [30]. This approach was employed in [32] to create a non player character. In [57], potential fields were used for unit formation planning.

D. AI planners, PDDL and Hierarchical Tasks Networks

In [55] the authors described a representation for explanations in the context of hierarchical case-based planning and detailed four types of explanations. An online planner for resource production was developed in [9] (another online planner can be found in [53]). In [41] another planner was presented. This time, the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) was used to define the domain. A hierarchical task network planner was developed in [42]. This planner focused on the strategic level (buildings, units and resource management). A planner for defensive buildings was presented in [26]. In [2] PDDL was also used to define a planning domain. Weber, Mateas and Jhala [83] presented a reactive planning implementation of the Goal-Driven Autonomy conceptual model.

E. Simulations

Monte-Carlo methods were employed in [4], [11] as planning algorithms. On the first work, the authors defined a modified Monte Carlo planning algorithm, called UCT, which extends recent algorithms for bandit problems to sequential decision problems while retaining the strong theoretical performance guarantees. On the second, they presented a framework for Monte Carlo planning called...
MCPlan. Sailer, Buro and Lanctot [64] presented a planning framework that uses strategy simulation in conjunction with Nash-equilibrium strategy approximation. They applied this framework to an army deployment problem in a real-time strategy game setting and presented experimental results that indicate a performance gain over the scripted strategies that the system is built on.

F. Dynamic scripting

As defined on the previous section, dynamic scripting [70] is a reinforcement learning technique designed for creating adaptive video game agents. It employs on-policy value iteration to optimize state-action values based solely on a scalar reward signal. In [12] the authors suggested a goal-directed hierarchical dynamic scripting approach for incorporating learning into RTS games. The same approach was presented in [44] where dynamic scripting was extended to improve the performance. A combination of dynamic scripting and evolutionary algorithm was used in [62].

G. Fuzzy/Bayesian models

In [73] and [72] the authors presented Bayesian models for controlling the units and for opening prediction in Starcraft, respectively. In the context of opponent modeling, fuzzy models were used in [65], [66].

H. Other techniques

There are other techniques used to overcome challenges that have been previously presented. Self-organizing maps can be found in [63] and [5]. There are also papers that focused on artificial neural networks, like [58], [71], [77]; and hidden Markov models [14]. Data mining was used in [82] while a cognitive architecture (SOAR) was used in [85]. In [18], the authors presented a method to determine which strategy to use depending on what kind of map the controller is playing trough map characterization.

V. Conclusion

We have presented a review about the research in computational intelligence applied to real-time strategy games. This paper aims to be a starting point in this research topic, helping the reader to understand the application of computational intelligence to video-games, specifically real-time strategy games.

This review shows us that the main challenges tackled in this research topic are player and opponent modeling, while the most used techniques to overcome these challenges are evolutionary algorithms, stochastic optimization, case-based techniques, influence maps and probabilistic methods.

Many techniques and algorithms have been described in this paper. In the near future, we are going to combine these techniques into hybrid and interactive algorithms to improve the performance obtained from using these techniques separately. This is one of the goals of the DNEMESIS project.
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